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About This Content

Throw on your combat gear and add a weapon to your arsenal with the Explosive Combat Pack. The M2 Grenade Launcher
sends a plethora of mass explosions right at your enemy, and the Future Soldier Outfit is perfect for any battle.
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Title: Saints Row: The Third Explosive Combat Pack
Genre: Action
Developer:
Volition
Publisher:
Deep Silver
Release Date: 9 Dec, 2011

 a09c17d780 

OS: Windows® XP

Processor: 2GHz Dual Core Processor (Intel® Core 2 Duo or AMD Athlon™ X2) or higher

Memory: 2GB System RAM or more

Graphics: 320MB Video RAM GPU w/ Shader Model 3.0 support. NVIDIA® GeForce® 8800 series or better. ATI Radeon™
HD3800 series or better

DirectX®: 9.0c

Hard Drive: 10GB

Sound: 100% DirectX® 9.0C compliant sound card or equivalent onboard sound

Co-Op Play:NVIDIA® GeForce® 8800 cards require 640MB of Video RAM. ATI Radeon™ HD3800 cards require 1GB of
Video RAM

English,Czech,Dutch,French,German,Italian,Polish,Russian
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Enjoyable point and click adventure. The story was interesting enough to keep me playing until the end. Voice acting was
passable. My biggest gripe was that some of the items were incredibly hard to see, as they blended in with the environment way
too much. I had to consult a guide a few times when I got stuck, only to find the item I needed was right in my face, just
incredibly hard to spot. Game also froze/crashed about half a dozen times.

All in all, I found it to be an enjoyable game with a good story, clever puzzles, interesting cast of characters, and the perfect
length of 7.5 hours. A little rough around the edges, but definitely recommended to point and click fans. Fans of the genre will
definitely enjoy this game.
. I wish there was a little more freedom with the coloring in this game, however it's still fun this way.. Although I initially was
skeptical about this game because of it's similarities to another puzzle game called Hook, the one thing that makes it different is
there are balls you have to "sink" similar to a sinker on a fishing line, in an empty shell kind of thing. Despite me Hook more
challenging and enjoyable than SiNKR, this is still a great minimalist puzzle game that's pretty easy to finish obtain 100% of the
achievements.. A complete waste of time. Do not even think of calling this garbage a game.. This is another sokoban clone. The
gimmick to this one is that you can play with two players. I expected there to be two-player puzzles where you need two
characters to solve the puzzle, but the puzzles are identical so the second player only makes them easier. That's a problem when
the puzzles are already much too easy to be interesting. I was also unable to determine the difference between "2 player" and "2
player co-op" modes. They both seem to do the same thing.

The characters move at a snail's pace, perhaps so you won't have time to request a refund on Steam. In addition to being overly
simple, the puzzles are repetitive and force you to do the same thing multiple times, which is boring.

The graphics and music are somewhat endearing, but not enough to make the game worth playing, even if it were free.. The
game's idea and concept was taken from the Nokia Mobile device who first came out with this game design. The game itself
was purely made to farm achievements, the game itself is very simple and lacks quality of life settings.

The price isnt worth it for the type of game , a Achievement farming or spamming game doesnt need to have 5k achievements,
a hundred is enough , rather spend the rest of the design time making sure that the supposed game is actually a game and not a
cheap asset flip.. I thought this game would be cute and easy to play. The controls are extremely laggy and impossible to control.
The game does not seem like it is designed well at all.. Picked it up for a buck, and it's a great timewaster.. QuickScoping 3:
THE MELTDOWN.
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One of my all-time favourites, an extremely solid space combat game. C'mon, you get to play as Bruce Campbell. What more do
you want?. Magnetta is an action platform game that draws heavy inspiration from the classics of the NES era. While the
Megaman similarities can be seen in screenshots this game is very much it's own beast. It combines a lot of the asthetics and
sound design of a NES game (it uses the NES color pallette and the sound and music are done through emulation of the NES
sound chip) with a ton of modern ammenities. Many of which I have not seen in many indie retro throwbacks. It features
multiple layers of paralax scrolling, particle effects and controller vibration. The story is interesting and is told through awesome
sprite art cutscenes with charming dialogue. The attention to detail in the animations of enemies and characters is awesome for
anyone who enjoys great old school sprites. It has tons of game modes, options, unlockables and achievements.

Magnetta is a very enjoyable and difficult game that any fan of titles like Ninja Gaiden, Castlevania and Megaman are sure to
love. Put on your big boy and big girl pants because in order to succeed you are going to need to learn the level layouts, enemy
patterns and boss order. The small team at Heliocentric did an excellent job with the game and I will be spending a lot more
time with this one. Looking forward to further games from the team.. Nice clicker. It tightens. It will be difficult to stop, I want
to continue.. Tachyon: The Fringe is a masterpiece. There are very few space simulators that are REALLY good, and Tachyon:
The Fringe is definitely one of them!
This game will keep you playing until you've finished the game twice -- once on the good-guy side, and once on the bad-guy
side. Though the graphics aren't good in comparison to modern games, it is still very good for it's birth-year.
The sounds are good, the story-line classic, yet profound.
This game is sure to keep you from socializing for a few days!. It's pretty good. Nothing too special but still an enjoyable
experience, except for levels with those arrow ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥s, and some bosses. Hopefully newer versions will balance them out.
This game is super fun and i recommend it to anyone who likes arcade games and a little bit of open world exploring can't wait
for the next two arcades to come out!. Be warned this game is not for everybody, you can't move the players yourself, it seems
you can choose the positionning but i didn't see much the logic behind it as there's no tutorial.. ***Trigger warning: suicide,
zombies***

In case you like old school games with 8bit\/16bit design and like black humour: try this business simulation... with zombies.
Build up a firm that sells deathly jumps from the top of your company building to suicidal customers. Research and build
facilities to improve the dark mood and death wish of your clients, run ads and defend against the arriving waves of the undead
before they kill your paying customers for free.

The game supports Chinese and English language settings. It's originally written in Chinese. The English translation might be
called "Engrish"-like. Which is not really a drawback - I'd say the translation is not too bad and understandable enough, maybe
even adding a bit of extra fun. ;-)
Just to clarify: my Chinese would be a lot worse than the game's English, I think the translator did quite well for someone who's
not a native speaker, I'm really happy the translation enables me to play this great game! Thank you, great job! :-)
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